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     COIL AT Max Magnifier 7X   2011.101 

The Coil Auto Touch provides revolutionary design for 

LED pocket magnifiers. Touch control makes the unit 

extremely easy to use by people with weak hands or poor 

grip. Unit is completely rechargeable, eliminating the need 

to change batteries ever again. LED light also never has to 

be replaced. (Image to left)   

    

 

     Digital Timer and Stopwatch  2011.018 

This bright green digital stopwatch is great for timing all 

kinds of races and events. It is easy to use and shock 

resistant in case of a fall or drop. (Image to left)  

  

     Exact Time    2011.148 

Large digital display clock with date, temperature and timer 

functions, 2 AA batteries. (Image to left)  

  

      Sound Spa: Clock Radio   2011.055 

Premier AM/FM clock radio, with 6 nature sounds. 

Displays temperature, includes dual alarms and, when in 

the dark, projects the time and temperature. (Image to left)  

  

 

     Time Cue     2011.063 

This single message speech output device links to a digital 

clock. Record a personalized message and set the clock to 

play the message at a particular time. Space provided for a 

picture cue. (Image to left)  
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     Personal Time Timer  2011.042 

This time timer is 3" and light weight. The timer shows the 

remaining time in red and is a 60 minute timer. No alarm or 

ticking. Requires 1 AA battery. (Image to left)  

  

      

Soft Works Digital Timer   2011.053 

This handy timer has soft easy to clean buttons, a clock and 

alarm function for convenient use. The base has grippers 

for convenient no-slip action. Requires 1 AAA battery.  

(Image to left)  

  

  

     Low Vision Timer    2011.026 

Extra large sized timer mounts on wall using a standard 

nail. White face with black numbers. (Image to left)  

 

 

E-pill Watch     2011.147 

Vibrating 6 alarm medication reminder watch with black 

band. (Image to left)  

 

  

     Dycem Mat     2011.021 

This material is non-slip and useful for holding objects in 

place such as dishes, rugs, and seat cushions. Wipes clean. 

(Image to left)  
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     Easy Liner     2011.022 

This white shelf liner is great for providing a non-slip grip 

under any kind of surface and for preventing utensils from 

sliding around in drawers. (Image to left)  

  

 

     White and Orange Typing Aid  2011.205 

Hand clip is adjustable to fit different hand sizes for 

maximum comfort.  Key depressor has a finger support for 

better stability and increased strength. (Image to left)  

  

 

     Spiral Ball Point Pen    2011.203 

This pen has an ultra soft rubber grip.  The ergonomic 

design reduces writing fatigue.  (Image to left)  

 

     Black Pen with Stand   2011.157 

This stand helps the pen stay in an upright position that is 

ideal for writing.  The stand also assists with keeping the 

pen at a comfortable angle for the writer. (Image to left)  

  

     Klick Pencil Holder    2011.190 

The pencil holder assists a person who is unable to keep a 

good grip on a pencil.  The silver grip is easier to hold and 

the pencil is held at an angle that is ideal for writing.  

(Image to left)  
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Paper Mate Multi-Pen   2011.102 

This refillable and retractable multi-pen includes a pen, 

pencil, and stylus.  The pen is 1.0mm black ink and the 

pencil is .5mm lead.  It also has a large triangular grip for 

increased comfort. (Image to left)  

  

 

Slip-On Typing Aid (Brown)  2012.220 

The molded typing aid slips onto the hand and can be 

adjusted with the Velcro strap.  The round rubber tip at the 

end facilitates striking keys and buttons. (Image to left)  

 

  

Flex-neck Reading Light   2011.027 

This bright red reading light provides bright light and clips 

easily onto a book or laptop computer for convenient 

illumination. (Image to left)  

 

 

Forget-Me-Not Keychain   2011.089 

Need to leave yourself a quick reminder? A quick shopping 

list, a phone number, a street address? This portable sticky 

note holds 1 message up to 10 seconds. Also includes an 

LED light for quick illumination. Set of two. (Image to left)  

  

 

Hand Keyper     2011.033 

Consists of many features including bottle, can, and letter 

opener. Key chain. (Image to left)  
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      Foam Tubing     2011.028 

Tubing comes in 12" lengths and various sized center 

openings. (Image to left)  

  

     Platinum Plus    2011.149 

Gripping tripod that is lightweight, flexible and compact. It 

bends and stretches to allow for hands free photo shooting. 

(Image to left)  

  

 

     Quilted Bed Rail Pouch   2011.150 

Orange strip with green and brown quilted blanket with 2 

pouches. (Image to left)  

   

 

 

     Swivel Cushion    2011.154 

Rotates 360 degrees. Cushion is lightweight and portable, 

and supports up to 800 lbs. (Image to left)  

  

 

 

     T-bar Instrument Holder   2011.061 

Constructed of PVC pipe, this holder utilizes a t-shape 

apparatus to grip writing instruments. (Image to left)  
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     Universal Tool Holder   2011.086 

Wrist strap Velcro's on and utilizes a plastic instrument 

holder for griping a pen, brush or other tool. (Image to left)  

  

 

     Door Adapters    2011.180 

Adapters can be placed on door knob handles to be made 

into accessible lever handled doors. Removable. (Image to 

left)  

  

     Vegetable and Fruit Scrubber  2011.165 

Clear sole with suction cups, place in the sink to clean 

fruits and vegetables with use of one hand. (Image to left)  

  

 

      OXO Scrub Brush     2011.024 

Simply press the soft top to release soap when you want it. 

Sturdy nylon bristles make scouring pots and scrubbing 

pans easier and are safe for use on non-stick cookware. The 

soft, non-slip cap cushions your hand while you scrub, and 

a clear window shows you how much soap is left. (Image to 

left) 

 

     Big Print Address Book   2011.102 

Wide spaced lines provide ample space for large writing 

and easy reading, slim and stylish - yet still enough space 

for over 500 listings in large print format, flexible plastic 

coil binding, durable covers with inside front. (Image to 

left)  
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     Big Print Check Registry   2011.103 

Wide spaced lines provide ample space for large writing 

and easy reading, slim and stylish - yet still enough space 

for over 500 listings in large print format, flexible plastic 

coil binding, durable covers with inside front. (Image to 

left)  

     Standard Lifting Hooks   2011.171 

Supports help transfer weight to arms, shoulders and back. 

There is built-in support wrist strap with heavy-duty nylon 

encased steel hooks. There is secure grip enhancement and 

one size fits most. (Image to left)  

    

     Kitchenaid Oval Oven Mitt   2011.084 

Heavyweight and durable Absorbent 100% Cotton Oval 

measures 8.5" x 12" . Exclusive Cool Zone patch provides 

superb heat protection. Oversized Oval design for added 

wrist protection (Image to left)  

  

     OXO Storage Container   2011.065 

POP Storage container, rectangular-shaped, space-efficient 

container. Ideal size for rice, pasta, breadsticks, and other 

dry foods. Unique push-button mechanism provides airtight 

seal with just a touch. Pop-up button doubles as a handle; 

top-rack dishwasher-safe. (Image to left)  

 

Envelope Guide    2011.054 

Guide goes over standard sized envelope to assist 

individual in addressing. (Image to left)  
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Touch Accent Lamp    2011.050 

Add a soft glow to your favorite room with this multi-level 

touch accent lamp. White glass cylinder shade sits atop a 

brushed steel base. Touch switch allows for easy lighting 

control at three different levels. (Image to left)  

  

     Simplehuman Soap Dispenser  2011.175 

The sensor soap pump dispenses soap touch-free to help 

avoid cross-contamination. Simply place your hand under 

the sensor to dispense soap automatically.(Image to left)  

  

     Universal Jar Opener   2011.188 

Ergonomic for use with any size jar  (Image to left) 

  

Walking Belt     2011.182 

Used to support the body when walking. Fits most sizes. 

(Image to left)  

 

      Universal Cuff    2011.240 

Use for persons who have limited dexterity or grasp. Cuff 

holds feeding utensils, hygiene products, and leisure tools.  

(Image to left)  

  

     Non-slip Place Mat    2011.241 

Multi-purpose place mat grips, holds and opens. Easy to 

clean, non-toxic, and non-latex. Adhesive free. (Image to 

left)  
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